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THE POLITICAL SOCIAL CCN1EXT OF IMPLEMENTING AND DEVEIAPING SECOND

,In several 15rov irt6e.4 of among them Ontario, the,.,

g of French as a second nguage is expanding. In spite

i
_

o .this,:inc.rease, few indiv :involved either directly or
. ./ .

ectly.411th this type 0,/ programming understand all of the
, -

forces which influence positively its implementation and subsequent,
P.

-expansion or coo s'eli those which oak or limit both its initial

.:,t.,
French, or it may be a negative force, a view which is not supportive-t

, -- ..
.. . .. : ' . .

of the teaching of Frenctl. An example of a positive forcelor- view

is the following: 0The learning of anotheLt language such as French

helps me to understand my, own language better".. Here is an example

acceptance and contipued

identifies those foices:

onceSceptild. This article

attempts to identify which forces

support thii t9pe e and which tend to arrest it; it alSo

shows which fed -f or views are generally held-by supporters and

which ate - ly held by the non - supporters of various forms of
* -

Frenc1H.an§uage instruction.

KEY";EFIKTIONS

/A force as defined herein is a view .which a person holds

towards the teaching of French as a second language: it may be a

/
positive force, a view which is supportifte of 'the teaching of

0 of a negative forte or view: "Learning W Chilarench makes en unable

t know their own native language in depth". A supporter o

progtamis any perrai who will undertake at least are activity.

Y

,
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designed to implement a new and/Or develop an sang French-

language program; a non- supporter is any person who will undertake

at least one activity designed.to arrest' the i plamentation of a .

neto.French-language program and/ok the devel t of an existin4 cme.

Needless to say, a nurriber of individuals arejneither.supporters nor

non-supporters; they will not undertake activities for or against'

the program.

ISTHCCOLOGY

While a number" of theories or models, e.g. Lewires FOrce,
. ..

Field Theory, were used to glade the initial iftweM4gfition upon

!
Which thin more recent .study is based as well as thassIst*.in the

"..,.,k,

`unary'.explanation of data gathered inalle first.instance,
*. .

mode.of inquiry employed irMhis latterAndeavdur iat of.

field methodology. The authors, familiar with language

instructipn, study the topic from close in its real -life

setting(s) frau imany'repectives as le. A =tier of
information consulted but by tar,;.the grOilAst

. .
. .-

proportion of. the was' garnered through obiervatiamirediat 4

.
i

meetingaapd during discussions, over one hundred in number i

involvinlimore.than a dozen school systems in at 'least -

.'t .

distinctly different geographical, regions of the provin0f.the:, .
/ . ' , ..

actors-in these many encounters included trustees, senior' personnel

of school systems.incling principals and coordinators Hof varicius
. 4. . i. . . . :

Programs, as well as pekents and teachers :in favour of arldqpposed:
$ A

to, Fiench language 'instruction, 'especially French language 4ninerrsion ....

. . , , . .

Newspaper accountsmore than two hundredin.:MAMterfrai
.

il,,
over two dozen newspapersland the minutes of.at leasttwat *Iota
Ioom*meetings in approximately a dozen sdboalFystems constituted%

$ i,
1 , .
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a second key data source. A third source of'information was

brief interactions, sometimes called informal interviews, with

representatives of all of aforementioned groups. Finally,

while sdhaLirly.writings were.not used extensiv4y in this

project, nonethelessea certain number were consulted.

It is important to emphasize that there are recurring

vLidity.checkNp this study. Major ideas and observations

were verified by checking documents and/or through focused

interviews. When verification was unattainable, the idea was

dropped or authors note that it is not verifiable at the

present time.

PARAPfETERS OF THE TEACHIIIG .OF FRENCH AS A
SEC= LANGUAGE IN ONTARIO .

In a recent-study'of views related to French language'

programs and the support which various constituencies might give .

such programs, WhaMel (1973) recorded the rather rapid growth

trench programs in Ontario elementary schools. According
ap .

to Ontario Ministry of Education statistics, a ccmparisortof

this situation at the elementary panel as it existed then with

that in existence today would indicate an additional significant

ibcrease in programs of French as d second language.

CUrrently, therearst basically three types of French

language' programs being offered in the schools; these are core,

extension, and immersion.

5
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, 'A core. program is .,a forty minute period of French or less, 2 .

. it'
most often given daily. . An extencledprograni may include the above '''.

. . ./
ok.

: bat_itv.iould al so bawd at least/One" Dther subject such as social.
r I

e r1

-
studies cir sole other, taught in the Frencl-laiaguage. An inur-rsion

program is one where French is Used as the language of instruction

,
for at leastone half the schOol dap' it may also involve _additional-

.%

time up to a whcae school day.

i

I

With :respect *o increases in French-- language .instruction,

it should be noted that-in 1973, alit-9st 600,000 pupils received
.. / 1.

PrenctrAikquage instruction, whereas today, slightly ,over 632,000
. /
students reCeive instruction in the French. latsguage - an increase

4

of about 6-1/2 omit. In 1973, slightly over '5,000 students

.
were enrolled in French language' intneksion programs at the

I
. elementary lrel; in 1977, fore than 12,000.1:upils are enrolled

in this santtype of prograM - an increase of over 135 per cent. ,

--------
it is inter tingto note as well that thesie increases in the

teachingl Of Fiench as a second language were achieved in spite

of in

. school
.

statistic

teaching

apparent
.-. . - 7

.

rate of

tely 6-1/2 per cent decliT.; in total elenrtary,

bent during this same
, . ..

are as yet unavailable

four_ year span. While similar.

concerning increases in

£ attended French-language programs, it is .none eleas
4 0

grOwth,here has ,also been rapid,. roughly half the

experienced in irmerami programs...W.' - :*., . .
.

.

I

,
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Yet, in spite of this significant increase.in 'French

language. instruction, the authors' observations, readings, and

discussions suggest that aany individuals at all levels of_the-

hierariihy fail/to appreciate or

clearly the manyssupport and non-support f

influence' the implementation and subsequent

to understand

acts wilich may

eAransiOnilof French

immersion programs. Further, a rapid petusal of3a.randorn
os

-selection of newspaper articles published in the Ottawa area

during the current year lends additional support to this al-

legation, in spite of, as will fte demonstrated ghortly, the

critical ixrportance ,of identifiable support and non - support

" 'factors they effe4..second-language instruction.

(1915) indicates that in order bzi be able to

understald and przidict behaviour as accurately as possible,.

"the state of the person apd of 9% .environmentx----rTronnerit must be taken
6

into account. Wliat are the forces - operating within a certain

environrrant Id the beliefs that individuals hold vis-a-vis a

particular phenomenOn such: as Fritich-language ,PrograMi; Ite"

beliefs that various groups hold concerning the same issuet

A number of authoritts, anon, themWolinan (1960) ; Crookston

and Blaesser (1969)., elaborate this idea: they' showt that an

understanding of the belied system of 'various 'actors can assist

7

.2
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in developing or arresting an idea. In (thil` particular study

.the point being made is simple: the isplenentationuand/or

--deielognent of any French-language grogram will unleash a

'number of forces which support or inhibit this -move. An

awareness of the existence of these various beliefs or forces

is an asset to anyone who is involved or may become involved

0
'with such programs.

Singe the views which people hold vis-a-vis Frinch=,

language irotirams may proVide_atleast sane indication of "how

much suppoit or non-support these programs might receive tlyere

they tt be either implemented or expanded in a particular

.,jurisdiction, it would seem beneficial for those involved with

these programs to be able to recognize the beliefs which

individuals hold regarding than.

The following' is a. rests* piesented in six sections, o

*the forces discovered by nuhamel in: his mist recent study of

-this issue, particularly. as they affect early imersion programs g

for exasple, at the kindergarten level or in the primary gtades.

This endeavour is in effect, Sn'updaralidation and an

extension a previous investigaticin 'completed in 1973.

It should"te noted that Oven though4nany statenerits

which will, be made refer particularly to primary French-language

education, many of Ahem are equally applicable to other models of

71
.

I
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French -- language instruction, for example, core and extended
.,

programs. As such, the authors have not always identified the

specific program(s1 to which apartidular view might refer.,

Prior to proceeding with the identification.of the views

or forces supporting o inhibiting the iraplearentxtiori and/or

development of French-language 15roglms in different milieus,

it is crucially important to stress that the writers have made

no attemptto differentiate which of the various statements

made by the participants may represent myths from those which

represent accurate factual data. This issue insiead,iill be

the subject of a futbre paper.

VIEWS HEW VISA-VIS' THE TEACHING OF MICH

1. Efficiency of French- Language Programs
t Other Than Core, Especially Immersion

O

40%.

Duhamel (1973) reports' a rather widespread dissatisfaction

Ulithtralitional method.; of second language instruction and the

related view that immersion programs, particularly for primary
.

division pupils, are considered 1, any as a much more viable

approach to bilingualism than are other instructional models.

This position is often repeated in 1978. .ftur factors are'

identified as relating to this efficiecy view. First, both

practical experience and research data argue that new speech

who accept this view tend fri general to be supportive of innersion

mechanisms can be acquired mare easily at an'early age%- Parents

programs, particularly` those to children Aran early age.
1

9
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Second, individuals who attributigreater success In

achieving bilingualism, i.e., lasting linguistic development,
,

to the immersion model as apposed to more traditionil approaches

,of- Second language teaching are also generally supportive of

*
. ..

iMersicorsograms.

V;
, Third, individuals who believe thatlonger exposure tb

the get language is beneficial to the achievement of fluency

in that anguage are likely 'as well to be'supportive of immersim

.,
program\especially programs introduced at an early, age

, pyurthi in a society where children are. increasingly .

k
exposed a

&

Iride range of edoc experiences and programs

.

}Defoe attainintformal school age, many individuals eXpress the

bell, that regular kindergarten prpgrams offer-little challenge

it children= hence, they view timmarsioh pragi ams with instruc-

in ei language otherthan the child's mother tongue as a more

desirable, stimulating and challenging, learning environment. I
)

- 2. Characteristics of Programs

1
4

$

Itis generally accepted that innovations of all types are

frequently :regarded with caution andtettation by numerous

,

individuals simply because.of the. akaractetistics peculiar to any

vgiven change. The study undertdken". identified several such
. '

attributes that were foUrld to influence support pr non-suppoit of

a

French-language programs and particularl trench incersion.programs

throughout the 'province.

4

110
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A key concern in many, instances 'is 'the expense of Frepch-

language programs in genevat. While this question is somewhat

problematic in terms of definition; i.et cost:to whom; and

-relative to what, the evidence suggests that where immersion

aus are believed to cost more thhn other second languageC

Programs, there is a strong likelihood of additional opposition
/

to the immersion mode of instruction. In fact, French immersion:

programs have on occasion been accepted only*with the stipulation

that funds allotted to them are.guaranteed not to exceed those

allotted to regular or traditional second language programs.

Amma specific aspect of this larger issue. of cosefocuses

Ion the learning and teaching materials required to equip an

"extended" French-language program and an immersion classroom,

these, being on the whole somewhat more:axpensive than those required,

for ler subject areas simply because there is a smaller market

for French - language materials requireA.in these programs than,

exists, for English-language materials needed in regular classrooms.

.Oppos?tion to .the extended and. linertion instructional, model has

sonetines stewed ,from this situation. Closely allied to this

concern with colts of learning ands teaching materials for such

programs, is,the question of availabilitas well. Numerous persons

Expressed apprehension that necessary French-language textbooks

and the like do not exist in sufficient quantity to ensure adequate

distribution; as such, these same individuals, tended to oppose the

- implementation of extended-el-40r immersion programs.

4.

-
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People voicing opposition to'extended and immersi6b

prOgrams in4general also indicated a host of other concerns

`which led then to question the eupansion.cethese educational

iodels. One there was softlefear that, due to possible higher
e .

1P*. *N

expenditures necessitated by the unique nature of extended
Its

oeimmersion.programs as Well.as other types of French lan

prograMseregular English language progiamsvithin the school

curriculum might be negatively affedtedo,ie, restricted or possibly

even eliminated Two, there4was.fear that Frerich-language extended.

orOnmersion programs might, receive certain benefits, for example,

restricted pupil-teacheE ratio, not equally available to those'

invived in the regular school program. Three, a suggestdoi that

\ there is a scarcity of adequately trained personnel to staff
.

French-language ams was accompanied by a certain' skepticism

amig both educa s and parentsthat the quality teachings .in

these programs is perhapsl.nier- 'when carriared.with that of the

1

regulaiproijram Sour, vari grape expressed. the view that not

all children were optimally suited to the type of learning

experience offered ip,SeaNgi language programs, especially the

immersion model. Specifically, there was concern that the-non-gifted

child or time with special learning-disabilitiei;7ight do less we

in French-language programs as they might otherwise in the regular

one; often, these sane indiyiduils felt thatthe immersion instructional

model wild realty 13ellecat only children of superior int.ell:ctual

abiliLty, ,

Still another source of resistance, vost,often to immersion

\ programs, sterns from the belief of some parents that unless they

themselves are fluent in the target lan age, they wiii.te incapable,

. ,
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of assisting their child *should he or she encbunter difficulties

or learning problems within the innersion environment. Some.

par Val opposition to 'extended.or imm ersion programs* also stemmed
. . ... .

fromithe hussintof ohildren enrolThd in such programs, and the

concomitant social disruptiveness that might occur' when established
-.- \

pm' groups are broken up scr that,a child may attend a program, in
0 .

a school distant from his own neighbourhoot and separated from ,

f.,

US friends who remain in the regular school stzream Sone parents

objeCted as well to the nature -of. extended programs or

pf initial immersion progr and the general lacli of sound,

factual inforation about these .approaches to education' and their

possible efficis' on .the children exposed to theft'. .Continuity
. .

also emerged a critical issue among 'paients trykto es tablish
. .

tbe merits Of immersion programs; at the time of the investigation,
. .

'4 ,....
. ,

there was little or no evideiSce that hoards had up to that point. given

parents any kind of assurance regarding tiv contihuation of an

inn rs'ion program within, the system oohs barn. Elarthernore; among .

kerenanticipatinves and hence the ttansfer'of their children

during.their element:ayr' I, school caters from one school system where t,
. 1

immersion programs were offered to another or others where i

program might be unavailable to them, there was a noticeable

hesitation to enrol their.qhildren in French immersion programs,

due to possible nigatiVe effects upon the children, not necessarily

df the *offended or immersion *grant per se, feat more.paizticularly
1

of the disruptive nature of such a drastic changer especially
.

from imaersiori to regular classroom environments. While,

parents expressed less anxiety regarding this issue vis-a-vis
-

.

_13
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extended E'rench-language programs, similar concerns were'

../ionetheless vOiced.by soma indiiidaals.

certainiaaividuals madntaimad that a4half-day .

Of' ,..10 34to immersion at the kindergarten level, of a full day atA

the grade J. level, was in tact too much exposure to a new language

for young ciOlodren. C:Oncei-ns about stress and frustrations which

children might experience under' hese conditions suggest that the

time factor may indeed be a critical .element, influenCing.the support

or non-support of the iimersion -edueational model.

I
3: Job Security

Comm.is of respondents vatti regard tip

language instruction indicated that a highly' sidnifican t area of

concern Among many educators, senior staff, trustees, and iron/

sone par1ents as well, was that of j6b speurity. Numerous /rxilridiaals,

fearing the. future possibility of En gLish-speaking educators 'being
e < . .

required to upgrade -their linguistic col-vete:lice-in the target

languigec in this instance, French, voiced opposition td both

existing. extended and immersion piogarre and more emphatically

to the expansion of these programs. There was Concern as well

. about staff transfers which might be necessitated by expanding

wench-language extended and irobrsion prograrnstokile this was

most friently a comment from teachers themselves, there were

also parents who shared this concern because they feared the
4.

possibility of losing valuable teat less in regular programs to the

14
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detriment of .thei4child'S educatibnal devel

if

- 13 -

t. A small

number of persons also opposed 'extended anci.inirerion programs
.

.

on the grounds that being 'unqualified-as teachers for such, they

-

might-be forced to fill other teacher roles than- those for whfch

'they had in fact been trained. Other facets of thejOb'Secur ity
.

question in relation to extended and immersion programs centred

on foreseeable job losses in an era of economic restraints and

surplus teachers, ,limited promotional oppOrtunAies, for the non-

French-speaking educator, and the displacement and/or unemployment

of Canadian teachers akeuming from the. hiring of qualified personnel.
.

to staff extended or ii lion classitcms from cut-of-priotrince and
ti

possibly even out-of-country. Generally speaking, the study ,

indicated that, where the expansion of French-lanNage programs.
' A

evoked any concerns whatsoever with'regard to tenure and job

security, such expansion was for the most part strongly opposed,

primarily by educator themselves but to a lesser degree by'other

.constituencies i.e.; :par. and trustees.

4. OutcOmes of French-language Programs

The study revealed a general trend acrossbothconsdimencies

and geographical areas such that,where French-language programs were

$4, .

believed to have desirable outcomes, there was a high degree of

support for them. Among the benefits vialed4paocrue tram second -

language learning, eapecialli, with regard to extended and early
.

immersion programs, the folloying,were the most frequently cited:

v

15

O
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expbsure to second- language instruction
.

'facilitates further language acquisition in

later life; ; %;

ii) early exposure to Second-lane iage instruction
a

enhances both native language-development and

a

-e ; . ., . ..

intellect44:growth; .
.,.

knowledge IN second language is a requisite

for the truly "eduCated' tadiyidital;

bilingual and/or multil incliyiduals are

. .

!iore hillAir vas
_....... .

;have ty to. participate in . . , ,
_ ,.--.

meanin rewarding work careers. ,"'

knowl of a second-- language is useful for
. .. ,
travel in an increasingly mobge society which'

. stresses both,00nmunicat3on and travel as leidure

iiactin ties. I

,

s.'

5. language Programs and Their Influence
o TienctrEkIglish. Relations

Supkort.iof French- language programs frequently appeared

I

to restupon the degree of legitimacy which respondents attributed

to the " French-factat:_wiihin Canadian society. Those individuals

who vi eitred French as "rightfully" one of the founding languages

%

of our nation were, in general, supportive of Prpvh-language'
-, . .4-.... . , ..

Mire persons readily accepted the bilingual and bicultural

16
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. nature of Canida as ,set fOrth in the British .NcIrth America ACt;

"iliey, eagerly recOgnized Frerich as 'one. of Canada's two official

II

- 15.

languages; they emphatictlly stressed the inportance and relevance

of bilingualism as Ciytmdian goals; as a grogp;' they v_iewed,sedond-.0 .

language learning as a positive step in promoting understanding

between the Brench*and English- speaking factions of Canadian

society and cited concern for Canadian unity as a key reason

-or
for fAleir support of such an undertaking.

Xi oantrast, 'opposition to Frgee.h.language programs was

dlearly evident among individuals. who vieweeknowledge of "the.

French language as not uniformly necessary in.all parts of Canada,

who felt that nany.Canadians have neither "the aptitude nor the .

desire to learn French, and who viewed e trove toward

as !less voluntary in many instances. Finally, there was ,

concern among those opposed to' French- language programs that

of this sort to French-Canadians would only encourage
4

groups to make similar demandi upon.governmerits and

educational systems, thereby increasing costt and further fragmenting
t.

existing edubational structures throughout the country.

6.. "Old Fears" Triggered by French-
. Language Instruction

In a great number of instancee-, the issue oi.language is

inextricably linked to both politics and religioq tell three overlap.
.

to a, large extent and questions or difficulties in any one &main



'..
*

Three' areas of concern emerged tin this regard., .. /
t A:.

. . hist, thctre was the suggestion bpi some that the teaching'.
. ,

of French in schools was primarily a Concession '16 France and
!.. /

French imperialism; such ..1 belief was generals accompanied. by a
/

noticeable hostility toward Franceand the ench language as well
r /4.-

. Aas 'a farce commitment to be free,.ef Frenlb influence in Canada.
I 0

- ,
Second, some individiialv.regard the of French

.. x . .

- 16

-

freqUently invite and provoke reaction in the Other boo. CaiMents
. ,

and discussions about French-language instruction were often marked
II. .v

subtle though unmistakable political and religious overtonei...,
.

as evidence of growing Quebec nitio *ichfin their view,

already influencesdisproportlopatel federal
*
government policies.

in Canada, ahel which..epu;1,d...in yme the French' language to
i. .

a status more prestigious than English even,in fact, contribute

tq the disintegration of conf;ilerktioni such as it exists at .

t

prresent. i \- tc
.. .-

Phial some indiVidu

of French was but a subtle Mee

expressed concern, that the teaching.

to extend the influence and
f

power of the Rioman Catholic 9hu.rch in this country. .As one
r

$

44

vidual
e%

s a 'sneaky way.of getting pore Catholics'.
,

lb summarize and stalify; it apwars, evident that often ,

perions who'fear .or mistrust the motives of France, ef Quebec,.

;
. and/or of Palen Catholiciem foi. ,whatever reasons are general

most to supporti`the teaching of French on any meaningful

in 'some
i

scale, and in'some cases, on any scale whatsoever. These individuals
I.. ,

*..- kr.: ;
. ,. .

. 18
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Seem to prefer the "melting pot" concept to the mosaic and often

view the introduction and deveOment of second language programs

such as French a$ a source of weakness ar4disunity within the

country.

Byway of contrast, there were a limber of people whose

hesitancy to support Frendhlanguage instruction appeared to be
I

rooted only in their genuine concern for the continued existence

and improvement of the English language and culture quite apart

from questions of a religious oepolitical nature. These individuals

seemed somewhat skepti that the French and English languages and

cultures' co-exist and indeed flourish together; to some,

this situation represents,a delicate balance. nearly *possible

to achieve and to maintain within this vast and varied i7itry.

;

Concerns of the sort delihpated herein:were not
ri

necessarily common to large groups' of individitials in any given

setting... Nonetheless, where such issues emerged, there appeared

to be considerable oppo;itian.to the teaching of French in general

and, more partiduiarly, to the introduction of new and the expansion

of, already existing French-language programs.,

I
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;
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'As the above diScussion suggests, the factors which may

4.

4 #
4

,

.
enCe.the degree of support or non-support for Fr

programs are both varied and conplex and the degree of

for tor opposition to, this kind of educational innova is

instances a function oi the intensity of various cons ents'

language
.

'

convictions with regard to program goals,, costs, sui

outcomes and the Also, it was evident .in the that

views held by many individuals, both those who-su and those

who oppose such programs, w re frequently based not factUal.

. data about the instructional mod4but rathenn f- 'irs such as

hearsay, hunches,. suspicions and einDtiais4,

While this latter issue poses a very, cri cal....pcd)lem to

educators in terms of planning, icRlementing and ivki French-
,

ge 'programs in schools, the data about t and ,non- support

factors gathered in this investigatipti will y of

C.

benefit to these same persons in terms of antic pating difficulties

and_developing strategies to deal With tam. data may even

suggest th;t 'under`certain,circumstanceitthe isplemen tation and/or

development 'of certain french-language programs is premature, and

/should, it fact, be delayed until a more receptive cliiitat can Be,

developed,assuming that such a development is both feasible"and

4.
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$AMPLE INIERVIEWS

Cousineau, W., personal ocianynication, June 13, 1978c

Gteen, D., personal cotrraicaion, April 6, 19726 ,

lotinteskk L., personalcoaraunication, June 21, 1978.
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'EAteLE NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS

The Ottawa Citizen, issues of April:121 1978,
May ill 1978, May 24, 1971..

The Ottawa J issues of May 51 19781 May
11, 1978, May 16, 1978.
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